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Description There's no shortage of features on our economically priced series auto-darkening
welding helmet. The Lincoln Viking 4C Igniti Show 24 36 48 View as. View full details. Quick
shop. Add to cart. Added to your cart:. Cart subtotal. Without proper safety and precaution, any
skillful job can be big trouble for you. Same goes for Welding and grinding. Wearing proper
safety equipment can keep you protected from a big loss. For this purpose, welding helmets are
used to protect the face and eyes of welders from harmful UV and IR rays. You should not forget
the flying sparks and metal chips during grinding. They are equally harmful. If you are in search
of an outstanding welding helmet, then we present the Lincoln Welding Helmet for you. Lincoln
welding helmet is amongst the top-rated welding helmet that has excellent customer reviews all
over the internet. Specifications: Viewing Area: 3. Though it looks like a sophisticated welding
helmet but its color is different. Best part is, both of the colors are not matte at all. They are
reflective and shiny. You can see your image clearly on the hood. The front shield of Lincoln is
bigger than the back shield. But yes it will give you outstanding clarity and visibility, which you
will hardly find in any other welding helmet. This much big viewing area is more than enough to
focus on your work. Like other welding helmets, the viewing area has a special lens that
protects your eyes from harmful rays, which is known as an auto-darkening lens or filter. For
the proper functioning of ADF, two arc sensors are located outside the viewing window. Though
arc sensors are two in number but they are highly responsive. The auto-darkening filter of
Lincoln features an innovative and unique lens technology which is known as 4C lens
technology. This technology is simply amazing. You will experience the true and actual color of
your surroundings. Usually, the lens of other auto-dimming helmet shows the image with a
green tint. But in Lincoln , this is not the case. This technology will show you the true color of

arc and weld puddle with a slight blue tint, which feels like you are looking through the
sunglasses. Crystal clear visibility with natural color tone is extremely important for the perfect
welding process. Lincoln welding helmet gives you this perfection. Lincoln helmets are known
for using technologically advanced features. There are very few welding helmets in the market
that uses this highest optical clarity rating. Lincoln is one of them. So this deadly combination
of 4C lens technology and highest optical clarity rating makes Lincoln one of the best welding
helmet in the market. Auto darkening filter is equipped with multiple shade ranges. Such as So
when the arc detects any spark or glare it quickly darkens the shade of lens which is DIN It
requires only 0. These shade ranges are the most important part of auto-darkening helmets.
They are the actual player that protects your eyes from harmful rays. Besides giving high
performance and superior comfort, Lincoln features a user-friendly interface, which is so simple
to use and understand. Control pad is located inside the helmet, with options like delay and
sensitivity adjustment, variable shade range, and grind mode. Welding is not only a sole option
for which you can use the Lincoln welding helmet. It can be used for grinding purposes as well.
There is a dedicated mode for grinding work. The cherry on the top is its comfortable and
flexible headgear which is adjustable and gives superior comfort level. Swivel headgear is
indeed a game-changer. A helmet with exceptional performance but with only 2 arc sensors.
Whatever, these two arc sensors are quite responsive. There are very few welding helmets in
the market that gives better clarity with a real color view. Its outstanding and technologically
advanced features stands it apart from other welding helmets of the same category. Lincoln is
known to improve visibility and reduces the chances of eye strains. My Name is Louis with a
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Sometimes auto darkening welding helmets encounter some productivity problems. While this
might be a minor inconvenience, the good news is many problems you may encounter with auto
darkening welding helmets are easily fixable! Most auto darkening welding helmet problems can

be fixed with a quick switch of button, or a new shade, filter, or battery. Instead, you should take
the time to examine your welding helmet and attempt to fix it yourself. That being said, here are
seven reasons why your auto darkening helmet is not working and how you can solve them
yourself! Your welding helmet has probably accumulated a lot of dust, dirt, and other problems.
So, take a few minutes out of your day and clean your welding helmet , specifically the lens.
When you do a sun test, you might see that your welding helmet darkens too much too quickly.
Before jumping the gun and repairing or replacing the battery, try adjusting the sensitivity. Most
of the time when this happens, it just means the sensitivity is too high. In order to fix this,
simply tighten the helmet adjustments to adequately fit your head. If you still feel the looseness
and shakiness, then you should consider purchasing a new welding helmet. Luckily, many
manufacturers make wide lenses that you can replace your lens with. This can be alarming and
scary for multiple reasons. Extreme brightness for advanced or industrial grade welds is
completely normal. Most modern auto darkening welding helmets come with a variety of
shades, typically ranging from level nine to level thirteen. After all, this makes sense for
beginner welders. When this happens, welders are typically quick to jump to the conclusion that
their welding helmet is failing and they should purchase a new one. When the reaction time is
higher, your helmet reacts slower. In other words, it will darken at a slower pace. Of course, this
is just a recommended reaction speed. Lastly, one of the most alarming things that happen on
auto darkening welding helmets, specifically those that are battery powered, is a flickering light
or auto darkening filter. Usually, a flickering side sensor light or a shaky auto darkening filter
just means you need to replace the batteries in your welding helmet. But, other than that, a
simply battery replacement should fix this problem. Derrick Irvyn A passionate researcher and
marketing manager. He made hundreds of reviews on various safety products for the last
decade. Derick had a lot of expertise and knowledge, but did not have a lot of experience in
writing, although this was something he had longed to do. The opportunity to join the team at
DefenseHacks was a dream come true of sorts, as he not only could share his insights with us,
but with the world as a whole. I have a dark diagonal band across my lens when it is in
operation. Do you know what is causing this? Ist battery replacement and then danger due to
flash intermittent with dark correct light level. The light emitted from TIG is diabolical when the
flash occurs! Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
You support us through our carefully chosen products with links that may earn us a
commission. Hit enter to search or ESC to close. Updated: April 03, Solution : Adjust Sensitivity
Before jumping the gun and repairing or replacing the battery, try adjusting the sensitivity.
Solution : Choose Wider Lens Luckily, many manufacturers make wide lenses that you can
replace your lens with. Solution : Use a Darker Shade Extreme brightness for advanced or
industrial grade welds is completely normal. Solution : Replace Battery Usually, a flickering side
sensor light or a shaky auto darkening filter just means you need to replace the batteries in your
welding helmet. Trending Posts. Derrick Irvyn November 25, Work Safety Checking the Quality
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Tomorrow, Feb Get it by Saturday, Feb Only 4 left in stock. Only 8 left in stock. Only 5 left in
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Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. These hoods have a new headgear, multiple
shades, and a large viewing window. Lincoln Has You Covered with Superior Welding Helmets
In the workplace or on the job site, one of the places that you absolutely cannot afford to
compromise is protecting your head. Your eyes and ears are critical to work and everyday life,
and making sure your skull gets extra reinforcement from impact to protect your brain almost
goes without saying. This is especially true when it comes to welding, where your eyes, ears,
and face are all threatened by light and heat. The company initially started out creating motors
and chargers for the first electric cars but quickly expanded that repertoire to include
construction, with welding instruments and other gear. Today, Lincoln Electric is a critical part
of world industry as a whole. It has offices all over the world and is a leader in welding and

welding automation. This is a company that understands how critical welding is to the modern
world, and it makes sure that every person and machine in the industry have the quality and
protection they deserve to get the job done. Their helmets are no exception. Helmet Protection
Your Way The Lincoln Electric welding helmet series has everything that a professional welder
needs or wants. The protection is there, with strong materials that shield against heat, sparks
and impact. There are even magnifying lenses to get a better look at smaller, more detailed
work. Even the individuality is there, with a whole range of professionally decorated helmets
with unique looks that make workers stand out even while on the job and let the world know
who they are. There are even configurations for attaching hard hats or air respirators so that
you can work anywhere, under any condition, protected by Lincoln. Vendor Lincoln Electric.
Collection Lincoln Welding Helmets. Quick View. View Full Details. Lincoln KP 1. Lincoln KP 2.
Showing items of Join Our Mailing List. Unavailable Sold Out. Welding helmets provide more
than just eye protection though - they also provide critical face protection from hot metal sparks
created by the arc and from UV skin damage. So finding the right welding helmet is important
because even the smallest amount of exposure at high intensity can cause burns. The most
important criteria when it comes to choose a welding helmet are quality, safety and comfort.
Some valuable features to consider are things like lens type, weight of helmet, filter shades and
ease of use. If the helmet you choose is too heavy, you risk neck injury over the long term. It
can be tempting to choose a helmet based on price alone, but this option could end up
compromising both your comfort and safety in the end. Fast, Free Shipping Many of our welding
helmets ship free of charge to anywhere in the lower 48 states. We only work with the best
shipping partners available because we know how important it is to get your safety gear on
time. Free shipping and fast delivery for a high-quality helmet? Talk about Canadian Mounties,
and images of red uniforms and officers on horses spring to mind. Talk about surgeons, and a
doctor in a surgical gown and mask are the first thing to pop into your head. Many jobs,
especially those in an industrial setting, require specific clothing, and while there might be a
little bit of fashionable flair to stand out, the primary goal of this clothing is to achieve a specific
function. For welders, the iconic welding helmet is there for protection. One of the inevitable
side-effects of generating that much power is not just heat, but bright light so intense that
looking directly at it can permanently damageâ€”or even blindâ€”human vision. Our eyes
simply cannot tolerate that level of brightness. In addition to complete facial coverage to protect
against heat and sparks, it is the lens of the welding helmet that is crucial to safe work. For
people who may be just starting out, or on a budget, we have basic, traditional models with
passive lenses. At the top-end, we have helmets with premium functions like auto-darkening,
larger viewing areas, and even more accurate color differentiation. We also have the full line of
brands and names you trust. The prices go all the way from budget to top-tier premium, and we
have different looks as well. We also have extra accessories you may need, like headgear, or
covering lenses if you need to replace some parts, but want to keep using the same helmet.
Your wait time will be kept to a minimum, and the condition of your items will be perfect thanks
to the alliances we have with established, professional shipping partners. We have auto
darkening welding helmets and fixed shade welding helmets. Take a look around, and if you
want a helmet that isn't on the page, please give us a call! Please call with any questions!
Vendor ArcOne. Lincoln Electric. Metal Man. Collection Welding Helmets. Quick View. View Full
Details. Showing items of Join Our Mailing List. Unavailable Sold Out. There is not much
information available when it comes to head-to-head comparison between these two. In this
guide, we will compare these headgears and will provide you all the information you are going
to need. Before we start sharing the facts regarding these headgears, we would like to state
that, both of these are top of the line in the market. One who got either of them is unlikely to get
another helmet anytime soon. Before we go around the pros and cons, we would like to say that
both of these products have many features in common. According to individual comfort level
and preference, the final choice may differ. We will start comparing these by looking at the
similar features between these two headgears. Both units have four sensors and some lens
shades to provide maximum eye protection and excellent visibility. You will be able to perform
many welding operations such as MIG weld , TIG weld , tack weld and stick weld using either of
these. Both the Viking and Digital Elite provides excellent grinding mode to enable you to do
various prepping applications. Without this feature, it is impossible to work on grinding
operations. Both units share similar power input system. Both the Viking and Digital Elite has a
battery and solar power input. Users can swap between the energy sources at ease. Both units
are very comfortable to wear and capable of adapting to hard hats. The Digital Elite is known to
have better cranking mechanism, which provides the ability to keep the helmet upwards without
sliding it down. The main reason why Viking goes ahead of the Digital Elite is due to the price
point. Prices fluctuate so much around the web that it is almost pointless to wait for a better

deal. In any case, the Viking costs less on an even basis. There are a few more plus points for
the Viking For instance, the viewing angle is a bit wider. Also, the extra lens of the Viking
headgear is a standard size one. You can buy it off any welding store. This single issue might
be the one to set the Viking ahead for many. Many people want to change the lens while working
on a project on Sundays. This is a big con for them. The lens speed of both head gear is almost
identical. Many welders use the Digital Elite Helmet, especially for the overhead
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welding jobs. But it is not the only one that is capable of the task. The Viking is just as efficient
and probably more so in these sorts of operations. You can modify this setting regarding the
possibility of getting flashed in tight specs when working in pipelines. This is a big pro for some
welders and the single reason to get it. X-mode can spot the electromagnetic field around the
welding arc. It also provides continuous eye protection. Many welders keep this mode on which
saves them from sudden flashes if that ever happens. Both of them will serve you good through
protecting your eyes and all the features a modern helmet can provide. The price point might
not be a significant factor while can become the key point when making the decision. Choose
the Viking if you want more features with comparatively less price. On the other hand, you can
pick the Digital Elite if you need the X-Mode. Find out what is best for you and choose one! Five
Reasons to Learn Pipe Welding. Related Posts.

